
Sizing chart

A = Height

B = Width

The bottom measurement should stop after the curve of the chin, at the 
edge of the bone. To help, put your chin on a book, follow the chin curve, 
and stop measuring on the book.                                                               

ACCESSORIES*

O Wash and dry, in a washing bag, in the machine and/or dry heat treat before each use.                   
(1 day =1 use)

 A combination of these two types of disinfection is also possible (e.g. 1 machine wash every 
5 dry heats).

O Machine wash: (in a wash bag)
     Gentle cycle, water temperature ≥50-70°C (hot). Minimum 30 minute cycle. Regular deter-

gent. NO fabric softener, bleach or additives. Place in a mesh washing bag to increase dura-
bility. To dry: tumble dry on high heat.

O Dry heat treatment:
      Preheat the oven to 93°C (200°F); When the temperature is reached and checked, place the 

mask(s) on a rack or parchment paper and wait 30 minutes. Let cool for 5 minutes. Pay atten-
tion to the proximity to the heating elements.

 Store in a dry, clean place, not exposed to heat or sunlight above 100° C (212° F). Do not use 
fabric softener or bleach
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CARE*

To maximize fit and sealing while enhancing comfort, we also 
offer a variety of face mask accessories:
O Adjustable extensions made from 100 % recycled polypropylene to 

secure the mask behind the head and provide optimal mask fit and 
seal while relieving discomfort behind the ears

O Adjustable drawcords to keep your mask hanging on your chest 
and secure when not worn and have an optimal and proper fit 
when tight behind the head with the adjuster included

O Organic cotton mesh laundry bags to protect the mask compo-
nents during washes

O Bags and pouches made of 100 % organic cotton canvas dedicated 
to storage and transport

* Please find in the additional sheets more
 information on accessories and user instructions

When hesitating between 2 sizes, for a good breathability and a good fit:           
ëPRO & ëAIR => Choose the smaller of the 2 sizes given their vertical amplitude (accordion folds)

ëTECH => Choose the larger of the 2 sizes given its 3D no-horizontal-fold design, so shorter

From the lowest part of the opening of the ear canal through the tip of the 
nose without flattening the nose.
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CANVAS BAG
Dimensions: 30.5 cm x 38 cm (12 in x 15 in)

  
MESH BAG (for washings)
Dimensions: 30.5 cm x 38 cm (12 in x 15 in)

  
AJUSTABLE DRAWCORD 

(WHITE or BLACK)

  
BACK HEAD 
EXTENDER

  
TRANSPORT POUCHES
Dimensions: 11 cm x 14 cm (4.3 in x 5.5 in)

MAKE WEARING FACE MASKS MORE COMFORTABLE AND SANITARY 
 Face masks now being a daily essential, it is important to consider acessories to make wearing 
them easier for long periods of time. These items help to make wearing a mask more comfortable 
but also SAFER.

HEAD ACCESSORIES AND BAGS
 The adjustable cord and the back head extender are convenient accessories to remove the 
pressure on ears caused by the face cover elastics; they improve the fit and seal of the mask, and en-
sure you never lose your face covering by letting it hang around your neck. Reusable and washable.

 The bags will serve as dedicated wraps for storage, transport and washing for either your 
used or clean face mask. Made with 100 % unbleached cotton GOTS certified, the canvas and mesh 
bags carry 1 to 5 masks. The zippered transport pouches carry 1 to 2 masks and are offered in two 
colors dyed with certified OEKO-TEX inks.   


